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Capturing the Sound of Motion is a series of photographs, done by me, expressing the 

correlation between sound and motion. Using nearly the same lighting, the same 

location and subject matter, made it easier for the eye to glance through the whole 

series as if it was one photograph. The Photographs convey a sense of movement; you 

can feel your eyes going through each and every one of them, creating a sort of 

rhythmic pattern to it. The latter, adds to the photographs a certain sound that the 

observer’s mind creates as they examine the series. The colors and shades of light 

created by the movements in the photographs gives a further reference to sound, as 

each and every color repeated in different shades expresses a certain sound or noise. 

To portray my idea through my photographs, I used a technique called “long exposure 

photography” where the shutter is held open for a long duration whilst sharply 

capturing the stationary elements of images while blurring, smearing, or obscuring the 

moving elements. In this case, the paths of moving light sources become clearly 

visible, which helped create that sense of rhythm and added sound to my photographs.  

As a ballet dancer, linking between sound and motion, and more specifically music 

and dance, has been one of my abilities. Actually, the latter had a great influence on 

my work and how I perceive it; it was also my main inspiration at the beginning of 

my project.  

Finally, putting it all up together, Capturing the Sound of Motion gives the observer 

an idea of how to link sound to motion through the simple act of just looking at a 

picture. It, additionally, portrays how body movements can express sound and not 

only create it; a sound only our minds can imagine while examining photographs.  


